DIY
PLATE SASHES
For the plate sashes you’ll need
scissors, fabric markers, orange
fabric — you can use an old table
cloth or bed sheet (just make sure
it’s something you don’t mind
cutting up) — a standard lighter,
or brown ink pad, if you don’t feel
comfortable using an open flame.

A Table Setting to be
Thankful For
by: Jane Monzures

It’s Thanksgiving Day prep time in my craft room. I’m surrounded by extra candy from
Halloween, spare grocery bags and excess ribbon.
Not one to throw things out, I see a Thanksgiving DIY table setting in the making. While
the turkey is the star of your Thanksgiving feast, I have a few crafting ideas to help you
personalize each place setting. Your guests will wonder how you managed to bake a
juicy bird and put together a custom dining table. Let’s get started.

First, cut the orange fabric into
20x4 strips. Cut as many plates
sashes as you have guests.
Next, test the fabric for flammability.
You want to slightly burn the
edges of each strip to give them
a weathered look. You can use
a match, but I found it easier to
use a lighter. Let the fire singe
the fabric edge then extinguish it
immediately. This craft should only
be performed in a well ventilated
area. Also, because of the fire use,
this craft is not for kids. For a kidfriendly alternative, rub a black ink
pad along the edge of the fabric to
achieve a similar burnt-vintage look.
Once both sides of the sash have
a weathered look, it’s time to get
creative.
Grab a red or gold fabric marker
and write your guests’ names
on each sash. You can also add
embellishments like flowers,
leaves, ribbons and bows.

SWEET TREAT BOXES
This is a great way to use up all that
left over Halloween candy plus, it
adds a beautiful surprise to your
Thanksgiving table.
You will need several used, empty
cardboard jewelry boxes, a brown

paper bag, tape, scissors, ribbon
and lots of candy or cookies.
First, wrap the boxes in craft paper,
or, if you’re fond of up-cycling, use
a brown paper bag. Be sure to
wrap the top and bottom of each
box separately so it’s easy for your
guests to open.
Next, tack the ribbon on the inside
of the box. Tie a beautiful bow
with your ribbon. You can use fall
colors, or any ribbon that matches
your table décor. I like to use two
different ribbons to make the box
look more colorful and inviting.
Stock it full of treats and place one
at every place setting on your table.
Now that's what I call stuffing a
sweet treat box!

Happy Thanksgiving!

